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CHAIRMAN
UNIVERSITY GRANTS COMMISSION
OF
BANGLADESH

FOREWORD
I am delighted to know about the publication of the University Grants
Commission (UGC) of Bangladesh Profile. This Profile has been
published to provide briefly the information relating to the UGC. The
Profile introduces the readers to the structural composition of the
UGC and incorporates its division-wise functions. The readers, I
believe, will be apprised of brief sketch of the UGC through this
publication. I also hope that the UGC Profile will be useful to those
who take interest in the activities of the UGC.
By bringing out this publication, the UGC Editorial Board has done a
commendable job. This is really a brilliant endeavor and I gratefully
acknowledge the Board’s sincere assistance and cooperation in this
regard.

Professor Abdul Mannan

Dhaka, March 2016
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MEMBER
UNIVERSITY GRANTS COMMISSION
OF
BANGLADESH

Chief Editor’s Note
It is my great pleasure to present the University Grants Commission
(UGC) of Bangladesh Profile. This Profile sketches brief information
about the background, present structural composition and functions of
the UGC. It focuses on the division-wise activities of the Commission.
The Research Support and Publication Division and the Editorial
Board of the UGC Profile have made strenuous efforts for this
publication. By bringing this work to fruition, the concerned division
and the Editorial Board have accomplished a laudable job, indeed. I
express my heart-felt thanks to them for their sincere assistance and
cooperation in bringing out this important publication. I hope that this
UGC Profile will serve as an informative book of the UGC for the
general readers.
The Editorial Board is deeply indebted to Professor Abdul Mannan,
Chairman, UGC for his sincere guidance. We also gratefully
acknowledge his valuable comments and suggestions in bringing out
this publication. Any constructive comment and suggestion for
improving the next edition will be highly appreciated.

Professor Dr. Dil Afroza Begum

Dhaka, March 2016
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University Grants Commission of Bangladesh
1. Background
The University Grants Commission (UGC) of Bangladesh was
established under the President’s Order (P.O.) No. 10 of 1973. The
UGC is the apex and statutory body of the universities of Bangladesh.
The main objectives of instituting the UGC were to (a) promote and
coordinate university education; (b) monitor and maintain the
standard of university education; (c) assess the needs in terms of
funding for the Public Universities; and (d) advise the Government on
various issues related to higher education and research in Bangladesh.
2. Composition
Under Section 4(1) of the President’s Order No. 10 of 1973 and its
amendment in 1998, the UGC consists of the following members:
Chairman

:1

Full-Time Members

:5

Part-Time Members

:9

The part-time members are three Vice-Chancellors by rotation, three
Deans/ Professors of the Universities (of which the Vice-Chancellors
are not members) by rotation, and three nominees of the Government:
Secretary, Ministry of Education, Member of the Planning
Commission, and a representative of the Ministry of Finance (not
below the rank of a Secretary). The tenure of the part-time members is
2 years.
3. Role
The major responsibilities entrusted to the UGC are to receive funds
from the Government and allocate and disburse those funds to the
Public Universities for their maintenance and development. After
necessary assessment and scrutiny of the requirements of the
universities, the UGC places them before the Government for
necessary approval. Formulating plans for the development of higher
education, examining and evaluating various development projects
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and programs of the Public Universities, advising and putting forward
recommendations to the Government about various aspects of higher
education are also important functions of the UGC. In this respect, the
role of the UGC is mainly advisory in nature.
Besides, the Private University Act 2010 has provided the UGC with
the authority to supervise, monitor and regulate the activities of the
Private Universities in Bangladesh. As a result, the UGC has been
empowered with the legal authority to advise, supervise and regulate
higher education at Private Universities in Bangladesh.

UGC delegation led by its Chairman Professor Abdul Mannan handing over a copy of the
Annual Report 2014 to the Hon’ble President Mr. Md. Abdul Hamid
at Bangabhaban on 19 November 2015

Thus, the role and functions of the UGC have now been increased
significantly compared with the previous years. The UGC is presently
functioning on the basis of the University Grants Commission of
Bangladesh Order, 1973, Private University Act 2010, a number of
individual acts of 37 Public Universities (as each public university is
established by an act of Parliament) and a Cross Border Higher
Education (CBHE) Rules. The above mentioned rules and regulations
are not adequate for the UGC to function smoothly and efficiently
with a view to ensuring quality higher education. Therefore, the UGC
should be empowered with necessary power and authority.
Relation with the Universities: The universities of Bangladesh do not
act directly with the Government. They communicate with the UGC
which acts as a spokesman for the universities and plays a pivotal role
in presenting the problems and demands of the universities to the
Government.
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Relation with the Government: The statutory obligation of the UGC
to the Government emanates from the President’s Order No. 10 of
1973. As per Section 12 of the Order, the Commission shall prepare a
report, not later than the first day of March each year, on the activities
and performances of the universities for the year ending on the
previous thirty-first day of December and submit it to the Government
for its appraisal. The Government shall cause the report to be laid
before the Parliament.
Further, as per Section 11 of the Order “the Commission shall cause to
be maintained such books of accounts and other books in relation to its
account in such form and in such manner as may, in consultation with
the Comptroller and Auditor General of Bangladesh, be prescribed”.

UGC Chairman Professor Abdul Mannan and its members calling on the Hon’ble Prime
Minister Sheikh Hasina at her office on 4 August 2015

Relation with the Parliament: The constitutional obligation of the
University Grants Commission of Bangladesh to the Parliament has
been laid down by President’s Order No. 10 of 1973 [Section 11(1-4)]
Each year the UGC submits an Annual Report to the National
Parliament through the Ministry of Education along with the
observations and recommendations to enhance the quality of higher
education in the country. This also includes annual accounts of the
Commission together with the audit report thereon.
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Structure of UGC
The UGC consists of the office of the Chairman, the offices of the
full-time Members and the offices of eight Divisions. The activities of
the office of the Chairman and eight Divisions are elaborated below:

Office of the Chairman
The role of the office of the Chairman is very crucial in its nature as it
assists the Chairman in strategic planning and monitoring of the entire
Commission, conducts regular review, formulation and
implementation of strategic initiatives. It, on behalf of the Chairman,
prioritizes the key areas of focus and actively follows up on strategic
and operational issues.

Professor Abdul Mannan, Chairman, UGC, speaking at an inaugural session of the 4th
International Congress of Bengal Studies at Tokyo University of Foreign Studies on 12 December 2015

The Chairman of the Commission complying with all the formalities
and directives with seal and signature sends the relevant documents to
the concerned ministries and agencies. He looks after the overall
functions and administration of the Commission.
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British Council delegation holding meeting with UGC Chairman
Professor Abdul Mannan on 28 July 2015

International Cooperation and Collaboration (ICC) Section, Public
Relations (PR) Section and Cross Border Higher Education (CBHE)
Section are under the direct control of the Chairman. The Members of
the Commission oversee the rest of the Divisions and their activities.

Professor Abdul Mannan, Chairman, UGC, receiving ‘Distinguished Alumni Award’ from
Commerce Minister Mr. Tofael Ahmed, MP on 23 November 2015

Composition: The Office of the Chairman is headed by the Chairman of the UGC who is
supported by a Private Secretary (Deputy Secretary), a Protocol Officer, a Personal Officer and a
number of staff.

International Cooperation and Collaboration (ICC) Section
ICC Section is an integral part of Chairman’s Office. It was formed in 2011 especially to
facilitate congregation of Bangladeshi participants in different international programs. Since the
emergence of the Section, it has been playing a significant role.

UGC Chairman Professor Abdul Mannan speaking as the Chief Guest at the concluding ceremony on Strengthening
Teaching and Learning Capacity in the Higher Education Sector on 31 July 2015

Key Functions of ICC Section are to:
•

deal with all matters relating to International Cooperation and Collaboration in higher
education;

•

administer various Scholarship and Fellowship programs such as JSPS, SAARC
Scholarship and Fellowship, SAARC Chair and similar other programs;

•

explore opportunities of funding for University Faculty Members and UGC Personnel to
facilitate their participation in various foreign and international trainings, workshops,
seminars, conferences and similar other programs;

•

facilitate various trainings sponsored by the British Council and similar other foreign
organizations;

•

conduct admission test of South Asian University (India), run and managed by SAARC;

•

deal with foreign funded/collaborative joint research projects such as JSPS-RONPAKUUGC Joint Research Project and RONPAKU-UGC (PhD Dissertation) program;

•

disseminate the information of different scholarship and fellowship programs offered by
different international organizations;

•

administer Commonwealth Scholarship (Academic & Open) and Commonwealth
Medical Fellowship programs;

•

deal with University Mobility in Asia and the Pacific (UMAP) program;

•

deal with various scholarships, awards and prizes sponsored

by the UNESCO

Commission.
Composition: ICC is comprised of an Additional Director, a Deputy Secretary, a Senior
Assistant Secretary, an Assistant Secretary, an Administrative Officer and a supporting staff.

Public Relations Section
The main responsibilities of Public Relations Section are to:
•

communicate with different news agencies/media and newspapers regarding the activities
of the UGC;

•

perform responsibilities in respect of printing and publications of UGC Bulletin, UGC
Diary etc.

•

take necessary steps to publish the news of the activities of the UGC such as workshops,
seminars and similar other events;

UGC Chairman Professor Abdul Mannan presenting a UGC Crest to Ms. Wallinheimo, Minister for Education,
Culture and Sports of the Government of Finland

•

collect, preserve and disseminate information/data from different universities related to
higher educational activities at home and abroad;

•

maintain protocol, public relations and information services;

•

prepare abstract on articles especially at tertiary level education which are written by
renowned educationists and

•

perform other duties assigned by the Commission.

Composition: The Public Relations Section is headed by an Additional Director, who is assisted
by a Deputy Secretary, a Senior Assistant Secretary, an Assistant Secretary, administrative
officer and a number of staff.

Cross Border Higher Education (CBHE) Section
The key responsibilities of CBHE Section are to:
•

process applications submitted to the UGC for setting up branch campuses or study
centers of foreign universities (known as CBHE institutions) in Bangladesh;

H.E. Pierre Mayaudon, Ambassador and Head of the Delegation of the European Union to Bangladesh speaking
at a seminar on ‘Opportunities for Academic Co-operation between EU and Bangladesh Higher Education
Institutions’ at UGC Auditorium on 15 December 2015

•

supervise and monitor the activities of branch campuses/study centers of foreign
universities approved by the Government for their operation in Bangladesh;

•

advise the Government on various issues relating to the CBHE institutions in Bangladesh;

•

maintain statistics and information relating to the CBHE institutions and

•

formulate plans and policies for improvement of quality of CBHE institutions.

Secretariat and Administration Division
The role and functions of the Secretariat and Administration Division are to provide secretarial
and general services to the UGC. There are a Secretariat and five Sections under this Division.
The activities and functions of these Sections and offices are outlined below.

Secretariat
The functions of the Secretariat are:
•

drawing and disbursing functions of the Commission;

•

coordination of the works of other Divisions;

•

UGC Chairman Professor Abdul Mannan along with the Members of Full Commission seen in its 141th
Meeting

arranging meeting of the Commission;

•

selecting candidates for foreign scholarship, fellowship etc.;

•

signing of Memorandum of Understanding (MoU), pacts/agreements with national and
international bodies;

•

formulation of new policies/ legal documents relating to higher education;

•

reviewing of existing policies/ legal documents relating to higher education and the
Higher Education Institutions (HEI);

•

implementing all decisions relating to the Secretariat and Administration Division.

1. Administrative Section
The functions of the Administrative Section are:
(a) Personnel Matters:

•

maintain personal files and records of the employees of the Commission;

•

prepare and maintain complete database of the employees and provide necessary
information to the authority/ministry as per requirement;

•

maintain files of all kinds of leave, increments, seniority list, pay and allowances of the
officers and staff of the Commission;

•

deal with retirement and pension benefits of the employees;

•

deal with the disciplinary matters in relation to the officers and staff of the Commission;

Secretary Dr. Md. Khaled with an AIF Sub-Project Manager at the AIF contract signing ceremony of HEQEP in 2015
•UGCcollect
information and prepare replies to the questions of the National Assembly and

submit the same to the Government as per requirement;
•

maintain files of Annual Confidential Report (ACR) of the employees of the
Commission;

•

maintain liaison with the Government, universities and other Government and semiGovernment organizations on different matters/issues;

•

provide necessary information to the Government with regard to the establishment of
Private Universities;

•

process and nominate staff and officer of the Commission with respect to all local and
foreign trainings;

•

frame Rules/Regulations/Statutes etc. of the UGC and the Universities under the
guidance of the UGC;

•

perform the functions with respect to manpower planning such as creation of posts,
recruitment, promotion, upgradation and placement of manpower to different Divisions
and

•

provide incentives to its manpower in the form of Time-Scale and Selection Grade Scale,
honorarium to the employees.

(b) Security Matter:
• prepare security plan and take necessary measures for maintaining overall security at the
UGC office building and other installations.
•

prepare appropriate duty roster for the security personnel and deploy them at different
important points/places for maintaining overall security at the UGC office building and
the office-cum-residence buildings at Dhanmondi and UGC residential area.

2. General Services and Estate Section
The role and functions of the General Services and Estate Section are to provide general services
to the UGC. The activities and functions of this section are outlined below:

(a) Transport:
•

discharge duties with respect to transportation and route management of the employees of

the Commission;
•

discharge duties for the maintenance of log books, tax-token, fitness and insurance

papers of the vehicles owned by the UGC and
•

discharge duties with respect to maintenance and preservation of the vehicles.

UGC Chairman Professor Abdul Mannan speaking as the Chief Guest at an Awareness Workshop on Digital Resources on 3
August 2015

(b) Support Services:
•

perform duties with regard to all sorts of repairing and maintenance works of the
Commission’s assets and properties;

•

repair and maintenance of all office equipments, machineries, furniture and fixture of the
Commission;

•

prepare room planning and accordingly,

allocate office room to the officers and staff

of the Commission and
•

maintenance of generator and power station of office building.

(c) Estate:
•

repairing, renovation and maintenance of all buildings and installations of the UGC;

•

maintenance of electricity, water and gas lines of UGC office building, UGC residential
area, residence of Chairman and Members;

•

maintain records of all assets and properties;

•

collection and payment of municipal tax and other bills;

•

allocation of quarters to the staff and officers of the UGC;

•

entertain

complaints

with

regard

to

supply of

water,

electricity,

gas

and

telecommunication services and take measures to bring them to order;
•

arrange payments of bills of utility services like electricity, water, gas and telephone of
the Commission and

•

discharge duties pertaining to the matter of municipality taxes i.e. land and buildings of
the Commission.

3. Procurement Section
The role and functions of this Section are as follows:
•

purchase and procurement of office equipment, machineries, vehicles, furniture and
fixture;

•

procurement and distribution of stationery items for the store of the UGC.

4. Legal Section
The key roles of this Section are to:
•

deal with all matters relating to legal affairs;

•

file case(s) in the court against the institutions/persons for violation of provision relating
to establishment and operation of Private University and cross-border institution as a
plaintiff;

•

defend cases that have been filed against the Commission;

•

give opinion on Memorandum of Understanding (MoU), pacts, agreements and similar
legal documents;

•

provide legal opinion on other matters as decided by the Commission;

5. Medical Section
Main function of the Medical Section is to provide primary and emergency health services to the
Chairman, Members and employees of the Commission.

Composition: The Secretariat and Administration Division is headed by a Secretary who is
assisted by Joint Secretaries, Deputy Secretaries, Senior Assistant Secretaries, Assistant
Secretaries, Medical Officer and a number of other officers and staffs.

Finance and Accounts Division
The role and functions of the Finance and Accounts Division are to oversee the management of
the financial affairs of the UGC and Universities with respect to Accounts and Financial matters
and also to assist the UGC in its financial decision making process.

The key functions of the Finance and Accounts Division are to:
•

assess the financial needs of the UGC and all Public Universities and help the
management for funding of these institutions;

•

visit Public and Private Universities and hold meetings, group discussion with the
concerned officials of the universities;

•

examine the financial aspects of the universities to ensure that the funds provided by the
Government are spent for the purposes for which these are earmarked;

UGC Secretary Dr. Md. Khaled signing Performance Contract at a ceremony of HEQEP in 2015

•

scrutinize intensively and critically the revenue budgets of the universities and the UGC
and other specific financial proposals and recommendations which are forwarded to the
Ministry of Education and Ministry of Finance under Mid-Term Budgetary Framework
(MTBF) for consideration of grants and arrange inclusion thereof in the revenue budget
of the Government;

•

negotiate the quantum of grants with the above mentioned Ministries prior to final
placement before the Parliament;

•

make budgetary allocations for the universities according to their needs vis-à-vis the
availability of funds with the approval of the Commission after the annual budget is
approved by the Government;

•

draw budgeted funds from the Government Exchequer in four equal quarterly
installments and disburse it to the universities on the basis of the budgetary allocation;

•

verify the usage and utilization of funds by the universities by analyzing the periodic
financial statements prepared by and received from the universities;

•

examine the pre-determined budgetary allocations vis-à-vis the actual income and
expenditure periodically from the financial statements of universities and in this process,
exercise budgetary control and monitor the performances through analysis and reporting;

•

draw funds from the Government as honorarium for the National Professors for
disbursement among them;

•

deposit and disburse all development cheques to all Public Universities which are drawn
from Chief Accounts Office by Planning and Development Division of the UGC;

•

under the Private University Act 2010, Section 45, the prescribed forms of Accounts and
Financial Reports are prepared by Finance and Accounts Division which are followed by
Private Universities;

•

examine Audit objections of the UGC and prepare necessary Broad Sheet Reply (BSR)
on behalf of the UGC;

•

comply necessary arrangements with the role and opinion of the UGC regarding Public
Accounts Committee as and when required;

•

prepare Annual Work and Action Plan of Universities and the UGC to meet up audit
objections through bilateral and tripartite meeting, maintain liaison with the Ministry of

Education, Audit Directorate, other offices and the universities regarding Audit related
matters;
•

prepare monthly audit report showing cumulative audit objections statement of
universities and the UGC, send it to the Ministry of Education for necessary action;

•

furnish opinion of the Commission for Broad Sheet Reply of universities and send it to
the Audit Directorate /Ministry of Education.

Composition: The Finance and Accounts Division is headed by a Director who is assisted by an
Additional Director, Deputy Directors, Senior Assistant Directors, Assistant Directors and a
number of officers and staff.

Planning and Development Division
The role and functions of Planning and Development Division are to formulate plans for overall
development of the university education of the country. Apart from physical and infrastructural
development of Public and Private Universities, major thrust in the planning of university
education is to bring necessary improvement in the standard and quality of university education.

The Planning and Development Division has constantly been trying to bring real and meaningful
improvement in development activities and to establish accountability and transparency in the
operating procedure of development projects undertaken by the universities.

Finance Minister Mr. Abul Maal Abdul Muhith, MP, speaking as the Chief Guest at a national workshop on
“HEQEP Achievement-2015” at Bangabandhu International Conference Centre on 12 November 2015

The key functions of the Planning and Development Division are to:
•

formulate development plans for the university education sub-sector;

•

examine, analyze and appraise the development schemes submitted by the universities;

•

formulate Annual Development Program (ADP) and Annual Foreign Exchange Budget

(AFEB) for the university education sub-sector;
•

formulate plans for establishment of new universities in the country and new institutes and
departments in the existing universities;

•

inspect, supervise and report on the progress of the development projects undertaken by the
universities;

•

collect, analyze and interpret statistical data relating to the university education;

•

monitor and evaluate the development projects undertaken by the university education subsector;

•

ensure proper, smooth and timely implementation of development projects under the
university education sub-sector;

•

collect monthly, quarterly, yearly reports including completion reports of the development
projects of the universities and transmit those reports to the Ministry of Education and other
agencies with necessary comments of the UGC;

Signing Ceremony of The Essential Electronic Agricultural Library (TEEAL) in presence of Professor Abdul
Mannan, Chairman, UGC on 9 December 2015 at UGC auditorium

•

foster linkage programs with foreign universities and research organizations through TAPP
for transfer of technology and

•

hold monthly review meetings in the UGC and attend various review meetings held in the
Ministry of Education, Planning Commission and other national and international agencies.

Composition: Planning and Development Division is headed by a Director who is supported by
an Additional Director, Deputy Directors, Senior Assistant Directors, Assistant Directors,
Administrative officer and a number of officers and staff.

Research Support and Publication Division

The Research Support and Publication Division of the UGC contributes to the promotion of
higher education through (i) Academic Staff Development Research Program for supporting
regular research projects; (ii) Research Support Fund for partial financial support to the research
activities; (iii) UGC Awards for outstanding research work; (iv) Award of MPhil, PhD and PostDoctoral Fellowship; (v) UGC Professorship; (vi) Rokeya Chair and (vii) UGC Merit
Scholarship.

The Hon’ble Prime Minister Sheikh Hasina addressing at the Prime Minister Gold Medal Award Ceremony on 6
January 2016

The Research Support and Publication Division is also responsible for publishing the annual
report, quinquennial report, monthly bulletin, UGC profile, research reports, proceedings of
seminars and symposia and publication of texts and reference books written by university
teachers. Moreover, the Division is responsible for developing and maintaining the UGC
Library.
The main functions of the Research Support and Publication Division are to:
•

administer short and long term research programs of the UGC conducted by university
teachers;

•

administer UGC Award Program;

•

administer UGC Merit Award Program;

The Hon’ble Prime Minister Sheikh Hasina awarding Prime Minister Gold Medal to a graduate at the Prime
Minister Gold Medal Award Ceremony on 6 January 2016

•

arrange seminar, symposium and workshop on higher education in the country;

•

compile and publish the annual report, quinquennial reports, monthly bulletin, research
reports, seminar proceedings, university level text and reference books, UGC Brochure;

•

provide necessary information and statistics to the concerned ministries and relevant bodies;

•

provide library services to the researchers and
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•

carry out other responsibilities as assigned by the authority from
time to time.

Brief description of programs administered by the Research
Support and Publication Division
Academic Staff Development Research Program
The UGC introduced this scheme since its inception in 1973 with a
separate annual grant from the Government to help teachers of the
Public Universities for their academic enrichment and sustainable
development of Bangladesh.
This scheme is divided into three disciplines such as- (i) Arts and
Humanities, (ii) Social Sciences, and (iii) Science and Technology.
The Science and Technology is again divided into six areas: Physical
Sciences, Chemical Sciences, Biological Sciences, Agricultural
Sciences, Medical Sciences, and Engineering Sciences.
Research Support Fund
To assist higher education and research activities in the country,
especially to support and coordinate research activities in the
universities, the UGC established ‘Research Support Fund’ in 1982.
The objectives of this fund are to:
•

provide financial help to the university teachers to carry out
research;

UGC Chairman and committee members at a “UGC Award” Advisory Committee Meeting
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•

provide partial travel grants to the university teachers to
participate in national and international conferences, seminars,
symposium etc.;

•

provide fund to the university teachers to write text and reference
books or translate books for graduate and postgraduate students; and

•

provide partial grants to MPhil and PhD students of the
universities under the UGC Fellowship Program.

UGC Award
To recognize and encourage the university teachers for their
outstanding research works and publications, the UGC introduced
‘UGC Award’ in 1980. Initially, only five teachers were recognized for
their outstanding performances. Later, in 2004, by an amendment of
the regulations, twelve awards were introduced to be awarded
annually in the following disciplines: two in Arts and Humanities,
Law and Education; one in Social Sciences; one in Economics and
Business Studies; one in Life Sciences; one in Forestry and
Agricultural Sciences; one in Chemical, Bio-Chemical and
Environmental Sciences; one in Mathmatics, Statistics and Computer
Sciences; one in Engineering and Technology; two in Clinical,
Pharmaceutical and Medical Sciences; one in Book
(Research/References); and one in Book (Text).

UGC Chairman Professor Abdul Mannan inaugurating Peer Reviewer Training Workshop
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The Award consists of cash amounting BDT 30,000.00 (Thirty
Thousand) for Articles and BDT 50,000.00 (Fifty Thousand) for
Books, a certificate and a crest. So far, 127 teachers have received
this Award for their outstanding contribution to research.
UGC Professorship
The ‘UGC Professorship’ was initiated in 2003 for utilizing the
services of distinguished university professors, who have either
retired or attained the age of 65 years, but are still capable of rendering
valuable services to the nation. The tenure of the ‘UGC Professorship’
is 2 years, but depending on his/her contribution, the tenure can be
extended for another term. So far, 19 distinguished university
professors have received this Award for their outstanding contribution.
Rokeya Chair
‘Rokeya Chair’ was established at the 111th meeting of the UGC in
2007 and started its function as per the Commission’s decision to
honor the educationists and researchers who have special contribution
to the cause of women education, leadership, women empowerment
and development. So far, 4 educationists and researchers have been
honored for their contribution to enhancing women empowerment and
development.
UGC Post-Doctoral Fellowship
(i) Objective: The main objective of the ‘Post-Doctoral Fellowship’
is to promote and expand the quality of higher education and
research in Bangladesh.
(ii) Eligibility: The candidate must be a faculty of a Public University
in Bangladesh, and he/she must have a PhD degree.
(iii) Age Limit: The candidate should be less than 50 years of age on
the date of advertisement.
(iv) Tenure of Fellowship and its Number: The tenure of the
Fellowship will be one year, effective from the date of joining the
programme. A maximum of five Fellowships will be offered in
one academic year.
(v) Fellowship Amount: The amount of Fellowship is BDT
20,000.00 (Twenty Thousand) per month.

25
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(vi) Permissible Research Expenses:
• A maximum amount of BDT 10,000.00 (Ten Thousand) may be
paid for the preparation of the report. This will be paid upon
submission of the final report and the corresponding vouchers for
the expenses
• A maximum amount of BDT 20,000.00 (Twenty Thousand) may
be paid for the procurement of raw materials and data collections.
This may be paid upon submission of the half-yearly report and the
final report, along with relevant vouchers for the expenses.

UGC Chairman addressing at a meeting of HEQEP

(vii) Other Conditions:
a. ‘Post-Doctoral Fellowship’ is full-time occupation, and the
Fellows must obtain study leave/deputation from their respective
university;
b. The Fellow will pursue his/her research under the supervision of a
senior Professor of the university in which the Fellow will work;
c. The Fellow may carry out his/her research work in a research
institute or industrial laboratory under the joint supervision of a
university Professor and a senior scientist of the research
institute/industry;
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d. While applying for a Fellowship, an applicant must mention the
name of the university/research institute/industry, where he/she
wishes to carry out research work, and also the name of the
Professor/scientist under whose supervision the work will be
carried out. Further, a detailed research plan, clearly stating the
rationale of the work, the objectives, methodology and
significance, duly approved by the proposed supervisor/s, must be
submitted;
e. After completion of the Fellowship program, the Fellow will
submit a detailed report of the research output, duly forwarded by
the supervisor. The report will be evaluated by a three-member
committee headed by a UGC member. The Fellow will have to
revise the report, if required, as per recommendations of the
committee;
f. Members of the evaluation committee will be paid an honorarium
of BDT 5000.00 (Five Thousand) for each report;
g. During the tenure of the Fellowship, the Fellow is not entitled to
take up any other paid employment including working under
another project involving financial benefit;
h. It is expected that the Fellow will publish the research findings in
peer-reviewed journals or as peer-reviewed books/monographs.
The support of the UGC must be acknowledged and a copy of such
publications must be submitted to the UGC;
i. The Fellowship money will be disbursed to the Registrar of the
University in two installments, the first after submission of the
joining letter and second after submission of the half-yearly
progress report by the Fellow;
j. The monthly Fellowship allowance will be paid to the Fellow as a
crossed cheque by the Registrar every month against a bill
endorsed by the supervisor;
k. The permissible research expenses will be paid to the Fellow
directly by the UGC upon submission of a bill with necessary
vouchers countersigned by the supervisor;
l. A Fellow will be allowed a maximum period of one month with
full Fellowship to stay abroad for work relevant to the proposed
research or for attending/participating in conferences. The
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expenses may be regarded as permissible research expenses within
the limit of BDT 20000.00 (Twenty Thousand) and no additional
financial support will be given for such visits;
m. If a Fellow discontinues his/her Fellowship without completing the
tenure, he/she will have to pay back the money received against the
Fellowship; and
n. The Supervisor will receive an honorarium of BDT 10,000.00 (Ten
Thousand) upon acceptance of the final report.
UGC PhD Fellowship
The UGC offers ‘UGC PhD Fellowship’ to the teachers of Public
Universities and Government Colleges to pursue PhD degree. The
UGC started ‘UGC Junior Research Fellowship’ in 1977-78. Later, in
1990, this ‘UGC Junior Research Fellowship’ was changed into ‘UGC
PhD Fellowship’. Initially, this fellowship was offered to 18 teachers.
Later, the number was increased to 100 as per the decision of the 108th
UGC meeting held in 2005.
UGC MPhil Fellowship
A two-year ‘UGC MPhil Fellowship’ was initiated in 1997. Initially,
the UGC offered 20 fellowships. Now this number has been increased
to 50. Teachers of the Public Universities and Government Colleges
are eligible for this Fellowship.
UGC Merit Scholarship
To encourage and inspire the meritorious students of the Public
Universities of Bangladesh, the UGC introduced ‘UGC Merit
Scholarship’ in 1982. Initially, the number of the scholarship was only
18. Later, it was, gradually, increased to 49 at the 90th meeting of the
Commission in 1999. Presently, the ‘UGC Merit Scholarship’ is
awarded to those who secure the highest marks/grades in each faculty
of the Public Universities.
Scholarship for Blind Students
The UGC offers a scholarship for blind but meritorious student of
Dhaka University with a view to enhancing his/her higher education
capabilities.
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Prime Minister Gold Medal
‘Prime Minister Gold Medal’ is awarded to the outstanding students
who secure the highest marks/grades in the Bachelor Degree (Hons.)
examination in each faculty of the Public Universities. Usually,
‘Prime Minister Gold Medal’ Award ceremony is held at the Prime
Minister’s Office in presence of the honorable Prime Minister of
Bangladesh.
Janata Bank Merit Scholarship
‘Janata Bank Merit Scholarship’ is also offered through the UGC. This
scholarship, introduced in 1991, aims at motivating the meritorious
students of the Public Universities. The terms and conditions of this
scholarship are similar to that of the UGC Merit Scholarship. The
scholarship is awarded to 6 (six) students each year from the oldest
Public Universities.
Equivalence of Foreign Degrees
Each year, a good number of students from Bangladesh go abroad to
pursue higher studies and return after completion of their graduation.
The UGC scrutinizes the awarded degrees and issues a certificate of
equivalence in order to compare these foreign earned degrees with
those offered by the Public Universities of Bangladesh.

British Council delegation holding meeting with UGC Chairman Professor Abdul Mannan
on 11 August 2015
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Publication and Information
In compliance with Section 12 of the President’s Order No. 10 of
1973, the UGC has to present Annual Report to the Government of
Bangladesh to be laid before the Parliament. This report, incorporated
with the information collected from different Public and Private
Universities of Bangladesh, reflects the annual performance of the
universities.
Besides Annual Report, the UGC publishes Five Year Report, UGC
funded research projects, research reports, monograph, proceedings,
selected textbooks for graduate and postgraduate courses. So far, the
Commission has published 116 books and reports, some textbooks on
Business Studies with financial support from the World Bank.
Moreover, schemes for writing and publishing textbooks for higher
education level have also been undertaken.
Information Cell
Major responsibilities of this Cell are to collect, organize and store
statistical information and data relating to the students, teachers,
employees, development and financial activities of the universities.
Moreover, collection, retrieval and documentation of all relevant
higher educational information are continuously being carried out by
this Cell.
UGC Library
The main objectives of the UGC Library are to:
•

collect, analyze, preserve and disseminate information on higher
education;

•

establish a Central Reference Library through co-operative
acquisition, storage and retrieval of information;

•

coordinate and strengthen the library services among the
university libraries of Bangladesh;

•

create library network among the universities of Bangladesh; and

•

consolidate participation in the national and international
information system.
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Composition: Research Support and Publication Division is headed
by a Director who is supported by Additional Directors, Deputy
Directors, Senior Assistant Directors, Assistant Directors and a
number of officers and staff.

Information Management, Communication and
Training Division
Information Management, Communication and Training Division is a
new division of the UGC formed on 24 April 2011 to enhance the
strategy, policy, administrative, financial and research activities in
higher education sector using information and communication
technology.
The aims and objectives of the Division are to:
•

assist the UGC Authority to enhance ICT activities in higher
education sector;

•

build cooperation and relation with different ministries,
organizations for exchange of information of higher education
sector;
collect, analyze and disseminate information of higher education
sector through web interface;

•

State Minister for Information and Communication Technology Division, Government of the
People's Republic of Bangladesh, Zunaid Ahmed Palak, MP, inaugurating the new website of
UGC as the Chief Guest at UGC Auditorium on 31 December 2015
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•

build archive for information of the UGC and higher education
sector;
• build, manage and operate IT infrastructure at the UGC to manage
information flow through internet;
• build, manage and operate the UGC automation services;
• manage and operate the UGC website;
• manage and operate Higher Education Management Information
System (HEMIS), UGC Digital Library (UDL);
• manage and coordinate the activities of Trans Eurasia Information
Network (TEIN);
• manage and operate Private University Management Information
System (PUMIS); and
• provide hardware and software support in the UGC.
Since its establishment, the Division has been putting its best effort to
achieve the aims and objectives. Several remarkable milestones have
already been achieved in this regard. Major activities performed in the
last years by the sections of the division are furnished below:
Information Management Section
Main objective of this Section is to provide information management
services within the UGC and higher education sector. Under this
Section, following activities are carried out to provide better service
for the development of higher education and research in Bangladesh:

Professor Dr. Dil Afroza Begum, Member, UGC handing over a UGC
Crest to a high official of SAMSUNG in South Korea
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•
•
•
•
•

maintenance of the UGC website;
maintenance of Private University Management Information
System (PUMIS);
Data Archive;
processing e-GP; and
developing HEMIS.

Professor Abdul Mannan, Chairman, UGC, speaking as the Chief Guest at a workshop on
‘University Grants Commission of Bangladesh Digital Library (UDL) Operation Manual’
at UGC Auditorium

Network and ICT Section
Main objective of this Section is to build and manage network
infrastructure for smooth ICT activities in the UGC and to establish
global connectivity for higher education sector. Day to day activites
carried out by this Section are elaborated below:
• maintenance of UGC Local Area Network (UGC LAN);
• Hardware maintenance; and
• Trans-Eurasia Information Network (TEIN).
UGC Digital Library (UDL) Section
With a view to providing more access to electronic information
resources by the academic community in Bangladesh, UGC Digital
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Library (UDL) was launched in June 2012. UDL is hosted by the UGC
and funded by the Higher Education Quality Enhancement Project
(HEQEP). The major objectives of UDL are to:
• provide access to a high quality and scholarly electronic resources
to all universities at substantially lower rates of subscription;
• promote rapid and efficient access to online information to the
users and to promote the use of ICT in teaching and learning in the
member universities;
• technical support to member universities regarding e-resource
access;
• evaluate the usage of subscribed resources regularly;
• identify new resources that are required to be subscribed for the
universities;
• promote interaction and inter-library cooperation among the
participating universities;
• organize training for the librarians, researchers and faculty
members of the participating institutions to optimize the use of
e-resources;
• build up awareness regarding e-resources among the universities;
and
• maintain UDL website (www.udl-ugc.gov.bd) including own
webmail.
Training Section
Under the Section, various training programs are conducted for
professional development of the UGC personnel.
Composition: The Information Management, Communication and
Training Division is headed by a Director who is assisted by
Additional Director/Deputy Chief Engineer, Sr. IT Engineer, System
Analyst, IT Engineer, Deputy Director, Computer Programmer,
Network Engineer and a number of officers and staff.

Private University Division
It has been observed that every year a large number of students
aspiring to admission into public universities are deprived of higher
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education due to the limitation of available seats in the Public
Universities of the country. With a view to solving this problem, the
Government has accorded permission for establishment of
universities in the Private Sector by enacting the Private University
Act, 1992. However, the Act of 1992 (amended in 1998) could not
meet the ever-growing challenges in maintaining and ensuring the
quality of higher education, transparency and accountability in the
managerial level of Private Universities.
Subsequently, Private University Act, 2010 was passed in the National
Parliament in July 2010. The Act has been designed and formulated
with the object of ensuring and enhancing transparency,
accountability, dynamism, good governance and quality of higher
education in Private Universities.
The main functions of the Private University Division are to:
• facilitate and monitor the academic, administrative and financial
activities of the Private Universities in accordance with the Private
University Act, 2010 and coordinate with the Ministry of
Education with the object of ensuring quality education at Private
Universities;

Education Minister Mr. Nurul Islam Nahid, MP speaking at a view exchange meeting with the
authorities of Private Universities at UGC Auditorium on 13 August 2015
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• scrutinize the application with project proposal of newly proposed
Private Universities received through the Ministry of Education;
• arrange visit for the proposed university campus by a 2-3 member
inspection team headed by one of the Members of the
Commission;
• inspect the physical infrastructure and other facilities of the
proposed university and send report to the Government;
• take necessary action for giving approval of proposed course
curricula of the approved university;
• arrange visit along with the relevant expert from Public
Universities to oversee the facilities of laboratory, equipment,
library and others for the proposed courses/programs;
• nominate members for the syndicate of the Private Universities;
• prepare guidelines/policies for conducting syndicate, recruitment
and promotion of teachers in order to ensure quality education and
enhance higher education of the Private Universities;
• collect updated information of the Private Universities;
• organize seminar, symposium regarding various issues of the
Private Universities;
• prepare standard syllabus guidelines, teacher recruitment policy,
admission policy, uniform grading system etc.;
• recommend to take necessary actions against any kind of
irregularities in the Private Universities; and
• circulate and publish different important circulars, memorandums,
reports, announcements etc. for public concern.
Composition: The Private University Division is headed by a Director
who is supported by an Additional Director, Deputy Directors, Senior
Assistant Directors, Assistant Directors and a number of officers and
staff.
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Public University Management Division
The Public University Management Division started its function as an
independent Division in 2013. Prior to the formation of this division,
all the activities related to Public Universities were channelled
through Public University Section under Administrative Division. At
present, there are 38 (Thirty eight) Public Universities in Bangladesh.
As per establishment, there are 05 (Five) categories of Public
Universities in Bangladesh which are:
• General University;
• Engineering and Technology University;
• Science and Technology University;
• Agricultural University; and
• Medical University.

Professor Abdul Mannan, Chairman, UGC, speaking as the Chief Guest at an International
History Conference on ‘Regional History and Heritage of Chittagong’on 14 November 2015
at Chittagong University

The key functions of the Division are to:
• undertake various measures for expansion and development of
higher education in Bangladesh through Public Universities;
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• administer the activities of quality enhancement and quality
assurance in higher education;
• ensure academic, administrative and financial discipline in the
Pubic Universities through continuous monitoring and supervision
of their activities;
• approve new faculties, departments, institutes and personnel for all
the Public Universities;
• conduct inquiry (or provide assistance to the competent authority)
to prevent corruption and irregularities in the Public Universities;
• formulate draft of various rules, regulations, principles and policies
for smooth operation of the Public Universities;
• provide support to the Government with opinions/suggestions on
various issues of higher education;
• provide assistance to the Ministry of Education (MoE) in preparing
Organogram of Public Universities; and
• formulate drafts of laws for the establishment of new Public
University in the country.
Composition: The Public University Management Division is headed
by a Director who is supported by Additional Director, Deputy
Directors, Senior Assistant Directors, Assistant Directors and a
number of officers and staff.

Strategic Planning, Quality Assurance and
Right to Information Division
The Strategic Planning, Quality Assurance and Right to Information
Division of the UGC contributes to the promotion of higher education
through- (i) amassing information for higher education acts and the
systems introduced at tertiary level education of different countries
around the globe; (ii) scrutinizing and assessing the academic
systems, acts and policies followed by different countries around the
world; (iii) promoting quality education at tertiary level institutions;
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(iv) communicating with the external quality assurance bodies of
different countries and establishing linkage with them; and (v)
collecting, preserving and realizing the Right to Information Act of
Bangladesh.
The salient functions of the Strategic Planning, Quality Assurance and
Right to Information Division are to:
• ensure quality education at tertiary level institutions;
• collect acts of higher education from different countries around the
world;

Education Minister Mr. Nurul Islam Nahid, MP speaking at a seminar on ‘Draft Act of
Accreditation Council for Higher Education in Bangladesh’

• collect information about the systems of tertiary education in
different countries of the world;
• determine the role and contribution of women in higher education;
• collect, preserve and evaluate the policies followed by different
countries on credit transfer system, student exchange program etc.;
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• communicate with the external quality assurance bodies of
different countries and establish linkage with them;
• prepare reports on the policies introduced by different countries for
the development of higher education and its expansion; and
• collect, preserve and realize the Right to Information Act of
Bangladesh.
Composition: The Strategic Planning, Quality Assurance and Right to
Information Division is headed by a Director who is supported by
Additional Directors, Deputy Directors, Senior Assistant Directors,
Senior Research Officers, Assistant Directors and a number of officers
and staff.
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Appendix – I
The Commission
University Grants Commission of Bangladesh

University Grants Commission of Bangladesh

Established in 1973
Location : UGC Bhaban, Plot # E-18/A, Agargaon Administrative Area
Sher-e-Bangla Nagar, Dhaka-1207

Telephone : 8181631, 8181621, 9115765
Fax : 880-2-8181281
E-mail : chairmanugc@yahoo.com
Website : www.ugc.gov.bd
Chariman of the Commission
Professor Abdul Mannan
Full-Time Members
Professor Dr. Mohammad Yousuf Ali Mollah
Professor Dr. Dil Afroza Begum
Professor Dr. Md. Akhtar Hossain
Professor Dr. M. Shah Nowaz Ali
Part-Time Members
Secretary
Ministry of Education
Govt. of the People’s Republic of Bangladesh
Secretary
Finance Division, Ministry of Finance
Govt. of the People’s Republic of Bangladesh
Member
Socio-Economic Infrastructure
Planning Commission
Govt. of the People’s Republic of Bangladesh
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Professor Dr. A A M S Arefin Siddique
Vice-Chancellor
University of Dhaka
Professor Dr. Md. Ali Akbar
Vice-Chancellor
Bangladesh Agricultural University, Mymensingh
Professor Dr. Mohammed Alauddin
Vice-Chancellor
Dhaka University of Engineering and Technology
Professor Selina Parween
Department of Zoology
University of Rajshahi
Professor Dr. M Wahiduzzaman
Dean, Faculty of Social Sciences and Business Studies
Noakhali Science and Technology University
Professor Mohammod Shahidullah
Department of Neonatology
Bangabandhu Sheikh Mujib Medical University
Dr. Md. Khaled
Secretary to the Commission
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Appendix – II
Finance Committee
University Grants Commission of Bangladesh
Chairman of the Commission
Professor Abdul Mannan
Members of the Commission
Professor Dr. Mohammad Yousuf Ali Mollah
Professor Dr. Dil Afroza Begum
Professor Dr. Md. Akhtar Hossain
Professor Dr. M. Shah Nowaz Ali
Members
Professor Dr. Md. Ali Akbar
Vice-Chancellor
Bangladesh Agricultural University, Mymensingh
Professor Dr. Md. Ali Asgor Moral
Treasurer
Bangabandhu Sheikh Mujib Medical University
Dr. Md. Khaled
Secretary
University Grants Commission of Bangladesh
Joint Secretary (University)
Ministry of Education
Joint Secretary (Budget-1)
Finance Division, Ministry of Finance
Md. Mizanoor Rahman, FCMA
Director, Finance & Accounts, UGC
and Member-Secretary, Finance Committee
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Appendix – III
Registered No. DA-1
The
Bangladesh

Gazette

Extraordinary
Published by Authority
THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 15, 1973
PART IIIA Ordinances and Orders promulgated by the President of
the People’s Republic of Bangladesh.
GOVERNMENT OF THE PEOPLE’S REPUBLIC OF BANGLADESH
MINISTRY OF LAW AND PARLIAMENTARY AFFAIRS

(Law Division)
NOTIFICATION

No. 95-Pub 15th February, 1973 The following Order made by the
President, on the advice of the Prime Minister, of the People’s Republic of
Bangladesh on the 15th February, 1973, is hereby published for general
information:
GOVERNMENT OF THE PEOPLE’S REPUBLIC OF BANGLADESH
MINISTRY OF LAW AND PARLIAMENTARY AFFAIRS

(Law Division)
President’s Order No. 10 of 1973
THE UNIVERSITY GRANTS COMMISSION OF BANGLADESH ORDER, 1973.
WHEREAS it is expedient to provide for the constitution of a University
Grants Commission and for matters connected therewith;
Now, THEREFORE, in pursuance of paragraph 3 of the Fourth Schedule to
the Constitution of the People’s Republic of Bangladesh, and in exercise of
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all powers enabling him in that behalf, the President is pleased to make the
following order:
1. (1) This Order may be called the University Grants Commission of
Bangladesh Order, 1973.
(2) It extends to the whole of Bangladesh.
(3) It shall come into force at once and shall be deemed to have taken
effect on the 16th day of December, 1972.
2. In this Order, unless there is anything repugnant in the subject or context,
(a) “Chairman” means the Chairman of the Commission;
(b) “Commission” means the University Grants Commission of
Bangladesh constituted by this Order;
(c) “Government” means the Government of the People’s Republic of
Bangladesh;
(d) “prescribed” means prescribed by rules or regulations made under
this Order.
3. On the commencement of this Order, there shall be constituted a
Commission to be called the University Grants Commission of
Bangladesh.
4. (1) The Commission shall consist of the following members, namely:
Full-time members
(a) a Chairman to be appointed by the Government;
(b) two other members to be appointed by the Government;
Part-time members
(c) three Vice-Chancellors of the Universities by rotation;
(d) three Deans or Professors of the Universities by rotation;
(e) three members to be nominated by the Government, of whom one shall
be a member of the Planning Commission, one shall be the Secretary,
Ministry of Education and Cultural Affairs, and the other shall be
a representative of the Ministry of Finance (not below the rank of a
Secretary).
(2) The Chairman and other full-time members of the Commission shall
be appointed from amongst persons who are eminent educationists or
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who have acquired extensive experience of University administration or
who have achieved academic distinctions:
Provided that a person serving under the Government shall not be eligible
for appointment as a Chairman or other full-time member of the
Commission.
(3) The Chairman and other full-time members of the Commission shall
hold office for a period of four years on such terms and conditions as the
Government may determine:
Provided that the Chairman shall be eligible for holding office for a
second term.
(4) The three Vice-Chancellors shall hold office as members of the
Commission for a period of two years by rotation in such manner and
order as may be determined by the Vice-Chancellors of the Universities.
(5) The three Deans or Professors shall hold office as members of the
Commission for a period of two years by rotation in such manner and
order as may be determined by the Vice-Chancellors of the Universities:
Provided that such Deans or Professors shall be from the Universities
whose Vice-Chancellors are not members of the Commission.
(6) The two part-time members of the Commission nominated by the
Government shall hold office for such period as the Government may
determine.
(7) The Chairman shall not be removed from his office except on the like
grounds and in the like manner as a Judge of the High Court, but any
other full-time member may be removed from his office by the
Government after consultations with the Chairman.
(8) No act or proceeding of the Commission shall be invalid merely on
the ground of existence of any vacancy in, or any defect in the
constitution of, the Commission.
5. (1) The Commission shall
(a) assess the needs in the field of University education and formulate
plans for the development of such education;
(b) determine the financial needs of the Universities;
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(c) receive funds from the Government and allocate and disburse, out of
such funds, grants to the Universities for their maintenance and
development;
(d) evaluate the programs under implementation for development of
University teaching departments, institutes and other constituent
institutions;
(e) examine all kinds of University development plans;
(f) collect statistical and other information on University matters;
(g) advise the Government on the establishment of new Universities or
on proposals for expansion of the existing Universities;
(h) advise the Government on proposals to grant the right to confer
special degree-awarding status on colleges which may be considered
suitable for such status;
(i) exercise such other powers and perform such other functions as may
be conferred on it by any law or by the Government.
(2) The Commission shall have the right to visit the Universities or to have
them visited by teams of experts as and when necessary for evaluating
their programs and assess their needs and requirements.
(3) If any University fails within a reasonable time to comply with any
recommendation made by the Commission, the Commission may, after
taking into consideration the cause, if any, withhold from the University
the grants proposed to be made out of the Fund of the Commission.
6. (1) Save as hereinafter provided, the Commission shall regulate the
procedure for its meetings.
(2) The meetings of the Commission shall be called by the Chairman on
such date and at such time and place as may be specified by him.
(3) To constitute a quorum at a meeting of the Commission, not less
than four members, including the Chairman, shall be present.
(4) At a meeting of the Commission each member shall have one vote
and in the event of equality of votes the Chairman shall have a second or
casting vote.
(5) All meetings of the Commission shall be presided over by the
Chairman and, in the absence of the Chairman, by a member of the
Commission authorised in writing by the Chairman.
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7. The Commission may appoint such officers and other employees as it
considers necessary for the efficient performance of its functions on such
terms and conditions as it may determine.
8. The Government shall, after due appropriation made under law in this
behalf, pay to the Commission in each financial year such as may be
considered necessary for the maintenance and the improvement of
Universities or for the promotion of higher education and research and
for the purpose of all other functions of the Commission under this
Order.
9. The Commission shall have its own Fund which shall comprise
(a) grants from the Government;
(b) loans from the Government;
(c) donations and endowments; and
(d) receipts of the Commission from such other sources as may be
approved by the Government.
10. The Commission shall, by such date in each year as may be prescribed,
submit to the Government for approval, a budget in the prescribed form
for such financial year showing the estimated receipts and expenditure
and the sums which are likely to be required from the Government.
11. (1) The Commission shall cause to be maintained such books of account
and other books in relation to its account in such form and in such
manner as may, in consultation with the Comptroller and
Auditor-General of Bangladesh (hereinafter referred to as the
Auditor-General), be prescribed.
(2) The Commission shall, as soon as may be after closing its annual
accounts, prepare a statement of accounts in such form, and forward the
same to the Auditor-General by such date, as the Government may, in
consultation with the Auditor-General, determine.
(3) The accounts of the Commission shall be audited by the
Auditor-General at such times and in such manner as he thinks fit.
(4) The annual accounts of the Commission together with the audit report
thereon shall be forwarded to the Government and the Government shall
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cause the same to be laid before Parliament and shall also forward a copy
of the audit report to the Commission for taking suitable action on the
matters arising out of the audit report.
12. The Commission shall, not later than the first day of March each year,
prepare a report on its activities during the year ending on the
previous thirty-first day of December and submit it to the Government;
and the Government shall cause the report to be laid before Parliament.
13. In the event of any dispute arising between the Commission and a
University out of an action of the Commission which is considered by the
University concerned to have adversely affected its interest, an appeal
shall lie with the President:
Provided that such an appeal shall be submitted through the Commission
which shall forward the appeal along with its views to the President
within the shortest possible time.
14. The Government may, by notification in the official Gazette, make rules
for carrying out the purposes of this Order.
15. (1) The Commission may, with the approval of the Government, make
regulations, not inconsistent with the provisions of this Order and the
rules, to provide for all matters for which provision is necessary or
expedient for the purpose of giving effect to the provisions of this Order.
(2) All regulations made under this Article shall be published in the
official Gazette and shall come into force on such publication.

DACCA;
The 15th February, 1973

ABU SAYEED CHOWDHURY
President of the
People’s Republic of Bangladesh
N. AHMAD
Joint Secretary

Printed and Published by A. R. Siddiqui, Special Officer, Bangladesh Government Press, Dacca.
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Registered No. DA-1
The
Bangladesh

Gazette

Extraordinary
Published by Authority
SUNDAY, JULY 24, 1983

GOVERNMENT OF THE PEOPLE’S REPUBLIC OF BANGLADESH
CHIEF MARTIAL LAW ADMINISTRATOR’S SECRETARIAT
Cabinet Division
No. 4/5/82/285-Committee, dated Dhaka, the 24th July 1983

RESOLUTION

On the recommendation of the Committee for Reorganisation of the Public
Statutory Corporations, the Government has been pleased to take the
following decisions:
Education Division:
The University Grants Commission shall be accountable to the Government
for all the funds it receives and the way the same are utilised. The
Commission shall enforce discipline in the Universities and it shall have
control over them. All Government funds to the Universities shall be
channelled through the Commission. No new faculty or teachership in the
Universities shall be allowed without the permission of the Commission.

By order of the Chief Martial Law Administrator M. M. Zaman, Cabinet Secretary
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†iwR bs wWG-1
evsjv‡`k

†M‡RU
AwZwi³ msL¨v
KZ…©c¶ KZ…©K cÖKvwkZ
†mvgevi, b‡f¤^i 23, 1998

evsjv‡`k RvZxq msm`
XvKv, 23†k b‡f¤^i, 1998/9B AMÖnvqY, 1405
msm` KZ…©K M„nxZ wbgœwjwLZ AvBb¸wj 23†k b‡f¤^i, 1998 (9B AMÖnvqY, 1405) Zvwi‡L ivóªcwZi
m¤§wZ jvf Kwiqv‡Q Ges GZØviv GB AvBb¸wj me©mvavi‡Yi AeMwZi Rb¨ cÖKvk Kiv hvB‡Z‡QtÑ

1998 m‡bi 17 bs AvBb
University Grants Commission of Bangladesh Order, 1973 Gi
ms‡kvabK‡í cÖYxZ AvBb
†h‡nZz wbgœewY©Z D‡Ïk¨mg~n c~iYK‡í University Grants Commission of Bangladesh
Order, 1973 (P.O. No. 10 of 1973) Gi ms‡kvab mgxPxb I cÖ‡qvRbxq;
†m‡nZz GZØviv wbgœiƒc AvBb Kiv nBjt
1| msw¶ß wk‡ivbvg|Ñ GB AvBb University Grants Commission of Bangladesh
(Amendment) Act, 1998 bv‡g AwfwnZ nB‡e|
2| P.O. No. 10 of 1973 Gi Article 4 Gi ms‡kvab|Ñ University Grants
Commission of Bangladesh Order, 1973 (P.O. No. 10 of 1973), AZtci
D³ Order ewjqv DwjøwLZ, Gi Article 4 Gi clause (1) Gi sub-clause (b) Gi
cwie‡Z© wbgœiƒc sub-clause (b) cÖwZ¯’vwcZ nB‡e, h_vt“(b) at least two, but not exceeding five, as may be determined by the
Government, other members to be appointed by the Government,”
3| P.O. No. 10 of 1973 Gi Article 6 Gi ms‡kvab|Ñ D³ Order Gi Article 6 Gi
clause (3) Gi cwie‡Z© wbgœiƒc clause (3) cÖwZ¯’vwcZ nB‡e, h_vt“(3) To consititute a quorum at a meeting of the Commission, not less
than one-third of the total number of members, including one full-time
member, shall be present.”
KvRx gyn¤§` gbRy‡i gIjv
mwPe
gynv¤§` iweDj Bmjvg, Dc-wbqš¿K, evsjv‡`k miKvix gy`ªYvjq, XvKv KZ…©K gyw`ªZ †gvt Avwgb Ryeix Avjg, Dc-wbqš¿K,
evsjv‡`k digm& I cÖKvkbx Awdm, †ZRMuvI, XvKv KZ…©K cÖKvwkZ|

